Holiday Greetings Dear Friend,
If media portrayals are believed, Big Daddy and I lead a fast-paced sleigh set lifestyle. The media rascals
mean well and who am I to melt the perceptual snowflakes floating about. Here’s the real deal -- after a
hectic day managing toy production issues, monitoring tykes worldwide for good behavior, and baking
artisanal gourmet delights our evenings honestly tend toward the sedate.
“Fruitcake”, Huggy Bear intoned one day, “how do you
feel about our relationship? Are we in a good place?
Do we need to add spice to our recipe; mix up our
routine?” What a sensitive boy, my Love Muffin.
And … change it up he did. When he contemplates
gifts for me, Cuddle Cakes has tended to veer
towards the practical rather than sentimental.
Anyhow last Holiday Season Snookums went rogue.
His gift approach tilted towards the risqué as you can
see. From a guy’s perspective this was a case of less
is more ... and an appetizer for the ensuing main
course … the pièce de résistance.

Chilling out with Muffy
Sugarplum is unarguably “The Toymaster” par
excellence. This go-around he channeled those
well-tested improvisational design skills in
devising a rather unique gift, one not destined for
the return counter. As he explained:
“Cinnamon I’ve been messing around in my
innovation lab. Exotic complicated stuff to be
sure that if I try explain, it will only serve to set
your pretty head spinning. Let’s say we have an
unusual gimmick you will be pleased with once you
see the results.”

My goodness … how on earth will I ever …?
“Well, Pudding I know you treasure those trips to
your beloved spa after our busy season to luxuriate
with avocado facials, shiatsu massage, herbalvolcanic ash mud baths, and cellulite treatments. A
week of those treatments, while no doubt relaxing
and energizing, will not remotely compare to the
surprise I have concocted.”

About to step in and get my MRI

“My Chief Engineering Elf calls this gadget a
Molecular Rejuvenator and Invigorator. Snuggley
Bear won’t overwhelm you with technical details
other than say this baby rejiggers your bodily
makeup, toning and firming if you will. Buttercup,
think of this process simply as “getting an MRI”.
Don’t take this literally Dewdrop however it’s not far
different from taking a Ford into the shop for repairs
and driving away with a sexy new Mercedes.”

Hmmm, … I didn’t totally get it and that analogy seemed questionable in tactfulness … however,
Dumpling has always been highly trustworthy. So this girl, though harboring doubts, gave it a try.
Just like a butterfly emerging from it’s cocoon this metamorphosis proved phantasmagorically cool! New
Mercedes indeed, and fully loaded! All too soon I became aware of the possibilities. I could … I could ...
eat Godiva chocolate without remorse … and a fav … super premium red velvet ice cream with total
impunity, body image NEVER again a worry. What more could a girl want?

BabyDoll , have enough space for your wardrobe?

But, there is always more to want! The realization
sunk in … “I have nothing to wear!” Wardrobe
upgrade time. Subtlety is important in applying
the right levers to achieve your desires. Chunky
Bunny was persuaded without much difficulty to
teach me how to drive the trusty sleigh with an air
of confidence; those reindeer sense the timid and
can prove a handful. My target destinations:
Paris … and Milan! Oh, the consuming allure of
haute couture. There are benefits too for
StudMuffin who no longer needs to fabricate
delicate white lies when I ask him about the
figure I cut in clothing. No more depressive
episodes over swim suit choice for our wintertime
polar bear swims. Sometimes … you wish upon
the North Star and get what you asked for.

Now I love, love, LOVE the prowl for just the right compliments to make outfits complete. Who knew it
could be so addictive? What do you think of the refined product?

A girl can never have enough shoes

The fashionista retains her
unwavering affinity for red

Maybe over the top
… and a step too far?

JellyBean, the sweetie, was as good as his word. Yes, straying from the tried and true has it’s risks
although for 2013 this girl couldn’t have been happier! Perhaps you had similar successes?

